
 

   

Hiring a Legal Expert in Zurich  December 2020 1 

 

T +41 44 350 60 60 E recruiting@ecofact.com 

Native French speaker with excellent English 

Legal Expert in sustainable finance and corporate responsibility 
 

Please send your CV and a cover letter in English by January 4, 2020, in which you briefly explain why you are 
interested in this position, to Olivier Jaeggi, ECOFACT’s Managing Director: recruiting@ecofact.com 

About ECOFACT 

ECOFACT provides the knowledge required to navigate ESG risks and opportunities. We work primarily for banks, 
insurers, institutional investors, and international standard-setters. We help clients to understand regulatory 
developments pertaining to sustainable finance and corporate responsibility, build ESG frameworks, and offer due 
diligence and risk management solutions. Founded in 1998 as a spin-off from a leading Swiss bank, ECOFACT is a fully 
independent firm based in Zurich: https://ecofact.com 

Candidate profile 

You have: 

● a masters-level degree in law; 

● relevant work experience in banking/financial law, ideally in regulatory change initiatives at an asset 
manager; 

● good knowledge of regulatory aspects related to financial institutions (including financial products and 
services) and EU law; 

● a sound understanding of sustainable finance, corporate responsibility, and the business and human rights 
agenda; 

● a valid Swiss work permit (or are an EU national); and 

● excellent interpersonal, analytical, document drafting, and project management skills, as well as an easy-
going personality and entrepreneurial spirit. 

An excellent knowledge of French law is a plus. 

You are a: 

● native French-speaker and fluent in English (knowledge of other languages is an asset); and 

● self-starter, highly motivated and reliable, resourceful, and able to work flexibly and independently. 

Tasks and responsibilities  

As a Legal Expert, you will: 

● contribute to research for a tool used to monitor regulatory change pertaining to sustainable finance and 
corporate responsibility;  

● advise clients on topics related to corporate responsibility and sustainable finance, engage with prospects; 

● analyze ESG risk issues, and contribute to reports on responsible business conduct; 

● support the team in business development and enhancing our product offerings; and 

● contribute to the team’s projects and deliverables. 
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